Getting to The Hilton from the Train Station.
When you get off the train. The easiest exit to The Hilton is via The new South exit.
When you get off the train. You will need to go up the escalator or take the lift up to the
overhead bridge that gives access to platforms 8 to 15. When you get out of the lift or off
the escalator make your way past little food outlets towards the higher platform
numbers. 13.
You will see exit turnstiles. Exit and make your way down the escalator with good views
of The River Aire. As you are going down the escalator there are three exits Left, Straight
ahead and Right. Take the Right. As you come out walk bear right out of that bit. To a
cobbled road. The building you are walking towards is the back of the hotel. As you walk
alongside it on the pavement turn left when you get to the traffic lights. You have arrived.
If the Right exit is closed. Take the one straight ahead in the tunnel turn right. When
you come out of the tunnel turn right . The Hotel is then on your right in front of you.
Come in to the Hotel. Walk past the escalators towards the Lifts. Livingwell reception is on
your left.Please report here.10 minutes walk
Exiting the Main Entrance
Once you have walked through the turnstile you are on a wide concourse. Walk
towards the Exit top left exit into the open air.
Turn left and make your way towards The Queens Hotel. You pass the Travel center on
the Left and Pret a Manger. There is a small bridge that traverses the road part of Queens
Hotel. Cross at the road crossing before you go under the bridge. Then start walking down
the hill as if you are doubling back on yourself. This is Bishopsgate.marked by a sign on
your right. There is a Bus stop No Z1. A blue telephone box on your side of the road.
Opposite is O'Neills. Leeds. Do not cross.the road. As you walk down the road on the right
is advertising for Shabab an Indian restaurant. Do not cross the road. You then go into a
tunnel which is Neville St. Keep walking until you come out. The Hotel is on the
right.Come into the Hotel. Walk past the escalators towards the Lifts. Livingwell reception
is on your left.Please report here.

